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Dear Sponsors
2019 is the Year of Child Rights. Thirty
years ago, the United Nations General
Assembly adopted the convention that
has since been ratified by most countries
in the world. Switzerland also pledged its
support of child rights in 1997.
But many children and youths in Switzerland are almost totally unaware of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child
and don’t know how the development of
these rights and their implementation in
Switzerland have changed their situation.
Most children and youths in Switzerland
are doing quite well. But is this really
true?
The Pestalozzi Children’s Foundation is a
member of the board of the Child Rights
Network Switzerland. The Child Rights
Network is an association comprising

some 50 Swiss charities promoting child
rights and their implementation. On
1 July 2019, the Child Rights Network
submitted a list to the UN Committee on
the Rights of the Child, identifying some
50 urgent issues where Switzerland does
not sufficiently implement the Convention. Even though this list refers to Switzerland as a country, it’s also a reflection
of our society.

European Youth Forum Trogen (more
about this on page 4) and the International Summer Camp (from page 8) teach
youths that their opinions count. With
great enthusiasm, all of them help to
structure communal living at the Children’s Village. These experiences teach
them to play an active role as members
of society.

These issues range from the theoretical
meaning of the term “best interests of the
child” to violence against children, cyber
crime, child poverty and educational
opportunities. Another serious problem in
Switzerland is the lack of an overarching
child and youth strategy. The concerns
of children and youths are not given sufficient attention at the national level.
Children are a part of society and should
be treated as such. Projects such as the

Simone Hilber,
Project Officer – Education and Evaluation
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Friction produces energy

The focus falls on peace, but still
there is friction: when young people
take part in a discussion at the European Youth Forum Trogen, things can
get noisy. Swiss high school student
Lea was present this year when more
than 140 youths from nine nations
discussed the future of Europe. She
learned a lot during this week, in part
also thanks to the intense discussions.
The first conflict was not long in showing
itself. During the Eurotopia workshop, participants used crayons to draw the outlines
of Europe on the floor – without anything
they could use for tracing. The youths
were expected to combine their knowledge from nine different countries. And
this is where their worlds collided. Each of
them had a different concept of Europe.
For Lea, this exercise broke fresh
ground. She can’t understand how
people can lock horns about national

borders. “I prefer harmony,” she says.
But the exercise served its purpose. It
purposely provoked conflict and the exercise triggered a discussion. The youths
exchanged arguments in order to find a
common solution.
The process of aligning their ideas led to
friction, which produced energy – energy
destined to inspire many visions during
this week. Also for Lea. She decided to
send out better vibes into the world in
future. And this was the exact purpose
of the Eurotopia workshop: together, the
youths developed visions and concepts
for helping to shape the future of Europe.

Fun and seriousness aren’t
mutually exclusive
The next day, the participants split up
into different groups to develop their own
Eurotopias. There was a long table in the
centre of the room. On the table were
scissors, pencils, magazines. The youths

“ The EYFT is a mix
of a cosy gettogether and serious
conversations.”

drew, painted and wrote their visions on
the walls of the room. Lea moved from
one group to the next. She focused on
the others, listened to them and made
them laugh. Many participants showed
her the outcome of their work and asked
for her opinion.
“I tried to engage the more reserved
participants,” says the 21-year-old. A
task during which Lea had to bridle her
own personality, as she explains. She
confesses that she likes to be centre
stage. But listening brings her much
insight. Every person has different needs
that have to be addressed individually.
She learned how she can empower people with different personalities to stand
up for themselves and for others. Lea
is a sociable person with a good heart,
says Louise from Latvia. The 16-yearold can laugh with her about everything.
She particularly appreciated that Lea is
a good listener who is interested in the
problems of other people.

Lea believes in the EYFT concept: “It’s
a mix of a cosy get-together and serious
conversations.” And there was no lack of
the latter during this week. The over 140
youths split into six groups to work on
different topics. These included democracy, identity, discrimination, gender
roles, integration and borders.

Nobody must be excluded

At the EYFT, Lea decided to send
out a better vibe into the world.

Unlike many of the participants, this was
not the first time that Lea spent a week
in the company of a group. She was a
leader in the Blauring youth organisation.
It’s important to Lea that the youths take
care of each other. “My motto is: nobody
must be excluded.”
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“My motto is: nobody
must be excluded.”

At the Eurotopia workshop,
youths from nine countries
discussed the future of Europe.

The experiences gathered by the youths
and young adults in Trogen during the
EYFT will leave their mark. Each and
every one of them will decide for themselves what they take home for the rest
of their lives. The time at the Children’s
Village was meant to give them food
for thought. “The youths from Europe
meet at the Children’s Village to engage
in a direct exchange with others. This
gives them the opportunity to see their
problems and challenges from a different
perspective,” says Adrian Strazza, EYFT
Project Manager. This is a way of generating new solutions. The young people
returned to their schools, emboldened
to tackle problems and to take action.
“With their input, they can help to make
the world a better place,” says Strazza.

Lea learned a lot about herself and others at the EYFT. She dissected her own
attitude and developed a more positive
outlook. People focus on problems far
too often. This makes them feel powerless. At the Pestalozzi Children’s Village,
young adults learn to approach problems from a different direction in order
to find their own solutions. This creates
self-confidence.
This meeting of youths from nine nations
in Trogen is a unique opportunity for
the participants. “This format makes it
possible to break down prejudice and
to question stereotypical thinking,” says
Lea. But this insight can only be gained
through the considerate resolution of
conflicts. During this process, the youths
learn to express their needs and to
develop empathy for others. It empowers
them to approach one another as equals
and to join forces to find solutions for the
challenges facing their generation.
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Taking action
and changing
the world

Getting to know new people and
cultures, engaging in discussion,
having a say and taking action.
148 youths from nine nations
contributed to the diversity seen
at this year’s International Summer
Camp.

Participants in the International Summer
Camp became better acquainted at the “get
to know each other” workshop. 148 youths
from Turkey, North Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, Poland, Moldova, Ukraine, Russia and
Switzerland spent two weeks together at the
Children’s Village in Trogen.

Cutting out, redesigning, rearranging: during
the “Mosquito Activists” workshop, the
youths created an enormous picture collage
of the world in which they would like to live. A
different question that was also the key focus
of the workshop is how to make the world
more liveable. Step by step, the Summer
Camp participants learned about ways of
fighting for things that are important to them.
Everybody soon realised one thing: change
starts with small steps. Those who try to
change the whole world all at once are taking
on too much.
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Exercises that promote team spirit and cooperation were a recurring theme
of the different workshops at the International Summer Camp. The exercise
shown in the photo required the teams to pick up a pencil without crossing
the start line. The winner was the team that outsmarted gravity and gained
the biggest distance.
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Apart from serious topics such as freedom
and security, a critical approach to media,
migration, racism and diversity, and global
challenges, some time also has to be spent
relaxing. Such as during a hike to the Gäbris,
where the youths had a wonderful view of
Alpstein, during an outing to Zurich, or just
relaxing around the pretty Children’s Village.
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When words hurt

Comments on the internet can be
hurtful. Learners from Diepoldsau put
this to the test during a media workshop and shared their personal experiences with the mobile radio station
of the Children’s Village.
Smartphone to kill the time? This does
not (yet) seem to be the case for the 11and 12-year-old learners at the Kirchenfeld school. After the first exercise it’s
clear: most of them only spend around
an hour a day on this distraction. Educator Mariel Diez first asked the children to comment on photos of random
strangers. The photos attracted adjectives such as fat, funny, pretty, brutal,
deranged or disabled.

Write what you would like to read
During the following discussion, the
children soon realised that many of their
comments are insulting and hurtful to
the person in question. The next exer-

cise focused on how the anonymous
internet differs from direct confrontation.
They had to make comments about one
another. “It was fun, because only good
things were said,” said one of the girls.
Others also uttered some criticism. The
fact is that it’s easier to accept the opinion of someone you know, concluded
Mariel Diez. And: “Remember next time
to only write what you would like to read
under your own photo.”
The Project Officer – Radio Projects ended the two-hour programme about cyber
bullying with a special exercise. One after
the other, all participants looked inside
a box standing on the floor in front of
Mariel Diez. While doing so, they had to
answer questions such as: How would
you describe this person? What comments about this photo would you post
on the internet? How would you describe
this person with just one word? Most of
the children responded hesitantly and
superficially, some of them were embar-

rassed and others clearly irritated. Why?
The box contained a mirror.

Where unexpected talents are
made visible
The “Critical media literacy” workshop is
part of a media week presented for the
second time by the Diepoldsau primary
school. “The topic of the media has preoccupied us for a long time,” says school
principal Nick Metzler. Repeated small
incidents at the school have made it clear
that more has to be invested in the issues
of safety and threats. To avoid putting
too much pressure on internal resources,
the school uses external providers such
as the Pestalozzi Children’s Foundation,
which can support the teachers with its
expertise. Armin Lüchinger, Educational
IT Support, adds: “To be able to actually
produce radio broadcasts is something
else entirely.” When he sees how motivated the children are, he understands that
it’s worth the effort.

First-hand experience: a learner
comments on her own reflection
in the mirror during an exercise
about cyber bullying.
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“When I see how
motivated the children
are, I know that it’s
worth the effort.”

Armin Lüchinger, Educational IT Support

Media literacy before the lunch break:
Gian and Sebastian report on their workshop
experiences in the radio bus.

Mariel Diez also finds the grade six children to be extremely engaged and lively.
“They voluntarily return earlier from break
to prepare for the programme. And they
bring their good mood and drive with
them to the radio programme.” Gian, for
example, put together a story about the
Pestalozzi Children’s Foundation over the
weekend, which he presented in his programme on Monday afternoon. Another
feature prepared in cooperation with his
colleague Sebastian was the story of the
big bad wolf in a chat room for little goats
(“Der böse Wolf im Geisslein-Chat”).
Nick Metzler, who arrived to record a
few videos with his iPad in the radio bus,

was delighted with the work done by the
learners. “During the media week, we
discover talents that are otherwise invisible during normal school hours.”
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2019 — Year of Indigenous Languages
Switzerland has four official languages: German, French, Italian and Rhaeto-Romanic.
The dialects, however, vary from canton to canton. Here are some examples:

Appenzell
Innerrhoden

English
Wednesday

Mektig
Schmalz

Butter
(To have)
aching muscles

Wedegehnte
Flickflaude(r)

Butterfly

MuettegottesChefeli

Ladybird
Five-cent coin

Backnasli

Zurich
Mitwuch
Anke
Muskelkater
Summerling
Anketierli
Schnägg / Foifliiber
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